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INCORPORATING U.N.A.A. S.A. NEWSLETTER N0.20
Sunday 17th June is the AGM of our U.N. Association. "OK, you might say,
I've been to dozens of 'em. Anyhow I'm not a member."
THIS ONE IS DIFFERENTwith a guest-speaker who will quietly blow
your mind
Pictured left is Steve Rocha of whom an eminent Educator at a recent Adela Id
Forum was heard to say : "Br Steve has just engineered one of the greatest

Advocacy Dealsot recent time" For whom? The Kids of India! Milllons of
them.

Aim: that 6% of GDP go to Children's Education and 3% to Health.

HOW? Through the children themselves .... From Assam, in the NEof India,!'
he got together 18 chn from 6 to _16yo, about half of them impaired or
irulnerable in some way, and took them by train the 1400 km from Shillong to I
Delhl to meet the Prime Minister. At centres along the way they held "kldpolitical" meetings with other chn. Grievances were shared, and "wish-lists",
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and the collated lists were taken by three of their number to GENEVA.Here

.

three of Steve's colleagues, all Australians, Permanent Observers, helped put \
'the recommendations into "U.N.- Speak" and to link each with a "Rights of the 1·
Child" statement.

I
I

Geneva: May 28. '7he India Review {all member countries have to undergo the
I
· quizzing In the UPR,Un/versa/PeriodicReview) was marvellous I Thisls where ourgroup of
'
three Indian Ch'n had-done their stuff In Geneva. Of the 7 missions they visited,six offered
recommendations very clearlybased on the Chin's words. , Slovenia wasfirst with the kids'
exact request. Austral/a where the chn made a big hit with one of the Staff, Robyn, had a
powerful plea on chn with d/sabllitles being the most disadvantaged InEducation.Robyn had ·/·
met Rlklda (the deaf girl)and Rldha her crippled interpreter. Spot on I Don'tforget: the Oz
1
staff in Geneva don't write the 90sec. statement: that's done in Canberra,plus other
'
Embassies', especially the one In New Delhi. Robyn must have wielded a powerful pen to get
Canberrato comply/"

Right: Children in India supporting

THE POWER OF ONE .•..••
One of the most astonishing, creative and powerful acts of nonviolent civil
disobedience in recent U.S. history took place on Dec. 17, 2008, in Salt Lake City,
Utah.
In its last weeks, the qeor§e W. Bush administration put 150,000 acres of pristine
Eastern Utah public land up for auction for leasing to the oil and natural gas industry.
Not only would the land be sold and destroyed, this deal would worsen catastrophic
climate change.
An undergraduate student at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City named Tim
DeChristopher decided to do something.
DeChristopher had been studying oil and gas leasing and how it destroys the land and
creates catastrophic climate change. He walked over to the auction, wondering how he
could protest the sale of public land. Perhaps he might stand up, give a speech, and
disrupt the proceedings. But to his surprise, as he entered the building, he was asked iI
he had come to bid on the land.
"I immediately saw the opportunjty to make a major
impact,' DeChristopher told me on the phone last
week from Salt Lake City as he recounted the
episode.
He signed in and was named "Bidder #70." Of
course, he had no money. The auction started and
before long, he had "bought" 22,000 acres of public
land near Moab and Canyon Lands National Park,
one of the most beautiful regions in the North
America - for $1.8 million!
"Before the bidding began, I sat there for twenty
minutes and weighed the consequences of that
action," said DeChristopher. "I had signed a piece of
paper saying that I understood it was a federal
offense to bid with no intent to pay.
Tim DeChristopher (Photo taken
from the peacefuluprising Web
"I thought, 'If I do this, I will go to prison for years,'
site)
but I could live with prison. Then I thought, 'If I don't
do this, and turn my back on this opportunity, then I will have to witness the destruction
of this land, knowing that I had a chance to do something.'
"I decided that I couldn't live with that. So I started bidding. People were looking around
at me, giving me dirty looks, muttering under their breath. And I drove up the prices.
Finally, after I won 14 parcels, they announced a five minute break. A federal agent
came over to me, showed me his badge and said, 'Let's talk outside.'
"He asked me what my intention was. I said my intention was to stand in the way of the
auction because it was a threat to the environment. I was_questioned for three hours
and released.''
The auction was suspended so that the courts could investigate "the incident." Weeks
later, after President Obama's inauguration, Ken Salazar, the new Interior Secretary,
announced that the Bureau of Land Management hadn't followed the rules, so he
invalidated the auction and kept the land in public hands.
But then, in April 2009, the Obama administration indicted DeChristopher on federal
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By ANITA RODDICK (Body

Shop)

as they turn the planet into a hothouse of pollutants, poisoned water, fouled air and
contaminated soil in the frenzied quest for greater and greater profrt:s..
"Those who manage and make fortunes from pre-emptive wars, emlb.racetorture, car
out extrajudicial assassinations, deny habeas corpus and run up the !largestdeficits ir
human history are feted as patriots.
"But when a courageous citizen such as Tim DeChristopher peacefully derails the
corporate and governmental destruction of the ecosystem, he is senrtto jail."
I asked DeChristopher if he thought this outrageous race to ruin the land and destroy
the climate was particularly unusual to the Bush Administration.
"In some ways, oil development ramped up under the Bush Adminis.fration and becan
more visible," he answered, "but that was only in part because of his iiies to the oil
industry. It's the nature of the path we're on. We have exhausted all tltueeasily
accessible oil. We've had to branch out with our energy development into places that
are much more visible. Natural qas develqpment in Pennsylvania arx:l New York is
much more visible."

.

What can people do to fight climate change? I asked.
"Developing and burning oil and natural gas is one of the primary drivers of climate
change," DeChristopher says.
"The auction was a prime example of the 'Drill now, think later' approach that drives our
policy. The auctioneers didn't even know what lands they were selling. It was totally
reckless.
"Some parcels in Moab, Utah, that were up for auction, had houses on them. One
parcel of land was under the Moab golf course. And according to the law, to the
Bureau of Land Management and the Department of the Interior, they are required to
weigh the impact of climate change in any decision or sale. But the Bureau of Land
Management did not even pretend they were following the law."
DeChristopher knew better and took action.
He is a true hero, and like any authentic hero, he's about to pay a terrible price for
doing the right thing. DeChristopher was convicted March 3 of "disrupting a federal
auction and making false statements oh federal forms to enter the auction," and must
pay $750,000 in total fines for "purchasing $1.8 million in oil and gas leases with no
intent to pay," The New York Times has reported.

"People should take action that is more political than personal," said ID<eChristopher.
"We're told to make consumer lifestyle changes, but we're far more p owerfu! using ou
roles as citizens and community members, rather than as consumers. We can have a
bigger impact through political activism."
"We need to acknowledge that it is too late for emissions reductions allone to stop
climate change," he continued.
"All the catastrophic things we've been warned about are now happemiing.That does
not mean that all is lost, but we're definitely headed toward the mosmilrense period of
change that humanity has ever seen. So it really matters who is in clhflrge as the
structures start to fall apart. As citizens, we can play a role in deciding who is in
charge, who will steer our future course."
He continued:
As things start to collapse, it will be really ugly if the corporatio n1~are still running
the show and most citizens think they have to be obedient ancllake whatever
they get. But with an awakenea citizenship, we can steer society'toward a
healthier, more humane world. We need to establish stronger lax::alauthority,
stronger, more just, local communities. Our tactics and our st Jat!Egiesneed to
reflect this new reality.

DeChristopher, who is 29 years old, will be sentenced July 26 in Salt Lake City. He
faces ten years in federal prison.

We are headed toward catastrophic consequences, so it doesn't.make sense to
try to convince the corporations to be cleaner and greener. We meed to overthroi
corporate power and reestablish people power and community power.

"[DeChristopher'sJ prosecution is evidence that our moral order has been turned
upside down," Chris Hedges wrote over at Common Dreams last week i'l·
"The bankers and swindlers who trashed the global economy and wiped out some $40
trillion in wealth amass obscene amounts of money, much of it provided by taxpayers,"
writes Hedges.

We have been disempowered. We've become extremely alienailed and hyperindividualized. We need to build up real local communities. We1nnayhave to stan
from scratch for that to happen. If we can build self-sufficient communities that
claim their political power, that has the potential to radiate out ;airod!
infiuence
others.

"They do not go to jail. Regulatory agencies, compliant to the demands of corporations,
refuse to impede the destruction unleashed by the coal, oil and natural gas companies
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Escape - Our Portal to Freedom

Speaking of uncertainty in a tense environment, we were in a group of nine, each of whom was from a different part of the country. The
smuggler had organised for us all to meet just a night prior to our escape. He gave us his instructions as to what we could carry with us "limit of
one suitcase and one ladies' handbag". We were also specifically instructed to be at a particular town on tlle border witll Pakistan within 2 days
from that meeting.
The rush created a state of immense panic. However, we somehow managed to organise our trip to that town on time. The group were not
permitted to meet or communicate with each other. It was a tense and horrendous period. I could literally feel the weight of every single heart
beat.
Nearly five hours from reaching the border town, after sunset, a pickup Ute appeared at our motel. We spotted the smuggler who repeated
"hurry up! Hop on!"
Was this going to be our portal to freedom, or was it going to be our nightmare?
The smuggler and the driver sat at the front, while all the nine escapees jumped and somehow managed to be loaded atthe back of the Ute. We
hadn't sat down securely yet when the Ute took off We all looked puzzled, panicked and stressed. There was no exchange of any words
amongst us. However, words were not needed for us to feel each other's emotions and thoughts at that moment. I thought about many things
which I cannot recount. It seemed at that moment that I had lost all my senses... direction and distance in particular.
Then, all ofa sudden I felt that the Ute stopped and all the nine of us jumped off the back of the Ute. The darkness of the night would not let us
see where we were. After a while we got used to the dark and could eventually see that we were in the middle of nowhere. I could also see the
roughness of the plane ahead of us, as well as some humps and bumps in front of where we were standing. I can remember that I was holding
my young daughter's hand in one hand and my husband's in the other who repeatedly reassured us "don't worry, everytlling will be just fine!"
At that moment we heard a few men talking to us. They introduced·themselves to us as our camel riders. That's when I realised that those
bumps and humps were our camels - our portals to freedom,
We got on the camels one by one. When my daughter sat on hers she was excited and telling me not to worry about her. She was seeing the
adventure in all this (especially getting to ride a camel - since this would have been our first encounter with such an extraordinary animal).
Years later she told me bow excited she had been at that moment- I suppose the thought of going on a fairy tale adventure!
Each of the camels in the Caravan was carrying one refugee and the rider in addition to a large luggage of smuggled goods (by the smugglers), tc
a destination known to them but certainly not to us. Learning to get on the camels and their take off can be a story on its own!
I really don't know how we managed to sit on top of the thickness of the smuggled luggage (which included arms, illicit drugs and much more).
In order to sit on top we needed to maintain a half split for up to about 12 hours! My physiotherapist whenever giving me exercises tells me that
for any stretch to be effective I would need to maintain it for 15 to 30 seconds and repeat it up to 3 to 5 repetitions! I don't think I will ever neec
to stretch my hips and thighs forthe rest of my life based on the above calculations!
We were not allowed to stop to stretch and rest, or drink water. Neither were we permitted to speak to each other. All we could hear for the
duration of our camel trip was the clocking sound of the camels' toes, or at times their galloping (when there was an explosion sound in the
distance the rideri would command "speed" and the camels would trot and gallop, which was the most painful part of our journey!). Then when
the time was right ..the camels would be commanded "stop" and then they would freeze for, at times, about half an hour until the next command
of"move" would be heard. These were long painful but silent periods of our journey.
<Tue night passed and at dawn we were all instructed to get off. This sounded almost impossible - after a night of sitting half split in pain having
to stand up and weight-bear on our legs! I, along with the other ladies in the group, was sobbing in silence as attempted standing on our feet.
There was no power left in our legs. We all simply collapsed on the rocks in excruciating pain. Finally we managed to gather our energies and
sit upright and eventually became able to stand again. That's when we noticed that we were surrounded by the mountains of Baluchistan. We
could not find any roads, nor any trails. We asked the smugglers what route we had taken. One pointed to the peak of one of the mountains
mentioning that we had traversed on top of that mountain and had descended to the mountain foothills throughout the previous night. We were
told that since the camels are frightened of travelling on such terrains at such heights they could only travel overnight for our own safety.. H was
very obvious that we could have easily had fallen over massive cliffs.
We did not carry sufficient amount of water to keep us hydrated. I was very worried about my daughter's health so I asked if there was any
water for her to drink. The leader of the group answered "of course" and pointed to a puddle of what looked like mud with worms visible in it.
We had no option but to clear tlle worms and have a few handfuls of water from the puddle.
We fell on the rocks motionless but awake during day time to get some rest. When the sun went down it all started again: another night of
painful camel ride.
This went on for three days and three nights until we reached a small settlement en route to Karachi (on the Pakistani land). That is when we
saw another pick-up Ute waiting for us. Without hesitation we all jumped on the pack of the Ute and not long after it took off with flying speed
We were literally thrown from one side of the Ute to other throughout the journey.
We finally reached Karachi wllere we enrolled our names with the Baha'i office in Karachi. We had to soon relocate to Lahore and
subsequently enrolled with the UNHCR there. Our ID cards were issued. We could taste the freedom after nearly two weeks of unimaginable
exhausting journey. 1 could sense the freedom that we had been so easily denied of in our own homeland. Purely on the basis of religious
ground we had been subject to torture and denial of rights, discrimination and harassment in our own motherland. A freedom that is the very
basis of human rights (one that is easily taken for granted in a free and democratic society such as Australia).
Not long after our arrival in Pakistan we started our process of applications, sponsorships, interviews etc which took nearly 16 months before W(
finally resettled in Australia.
We landed in Adelaide on 16 June 1987. This opened a new but happy and prosperous chapter in my family's life. ".TheChapter of Freedom".

M. Shahzadeh
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Banks, Finance and the next coming Global Financial Crisis .

The effects on human kind and society from a humanitarian context, highlight the many factors,
dilemmas and scenarios that are dramatically unfolding in the Geopolitical and Financial world. The threat to
our ways of life have been illustrated by the media, showing governments being forced to act decisively to
change the dramatic loss of living standards that many in the western world are experiencing at this present
time. Examples are the chaos in Greece and other nations such as Spain, Ireland, Portugal and Italy who are
experiencing record high unemployment and debt levels. One must ask the question. Who has caused this mess?
Is it the governments of many of the world's powers? Or is it powerful players in the International Banking and
Finance World? Finally, since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, has anything changed? Or are we just
masking the inefficiencies of a Financial System that promotes and encourages endless economic growth in a
scarce and finite world?
Currently interest rates are at record lows in the European Union and the U.S. Australia is now slowly
reducing its interest rates as well. This availability of cheap money has not delivered the desired effects that
would occur from the multiplier effect that is the intended symptom of low borrowing rates. Interest Rates at
record lows in the U.S. have done next to nothing for the Real Estate market, and rising prices of homes seems
to be a fantasy in most of the western world. Many Financial Experts and Investment Bankers have argued that
much of the bailout money in the U.S. hasn't reached its intended recipients and has done next to nothing to
improve the living standards ofU.S. citizens. U.S. unemployment is now at 8.1% or 12.5 million people and
there are a record forty million people on food stamps.
Wall Street Investment Banker, American Lawyer and Economist James G. Rickards has illustrated
quite eloquently in his bestselling book Currency Wars, The making of the next Global Financial Crisis, that
much of the bailout dollars don't have the required velocity and aren't generating the desired multiplier effect
that is explained by many Keynesian Economists as a fact. The bailouts that are borrowed by taxpayers and
approved by Congress to be later paid back to the U.S. Federal Reserve with interest at a later date, are in fact
only propping up shares, stocks and many other financial assets including many commodities. This overall
nominal gain appears as growth, but in fact doesn't stay in line with worldwide inflation and levels of monetary
supply. This false growth, which appears to be a recovery, is not reflecting the story that Gold is telling about
world Financial Markets. Gold has been increasing in price for eleven years straight; although unlike many other
financial assets its value and buying power is steadily increasing. This is proven when the Dow Jones Industrial
Index is divided by the price of Gold to reflect the amount of ounces it takes to purchase one share of the Dow.
The price of the Dow has been nominally increasing, although the amount of ounces that Gold needs to buy a
Dow has been dropping for several years now.
''·

The large bailouts that U.S. congress has approved and spent seem to only benefit Bankers and Wall
Street Elites rather than the average citizen. Since 2008 the Monetary Supply of U.S. dollars have more than
doubled. This excessive U.S. dollar creation inflates all other economies on earth and is very detrimental to
living standards for 2.8 billion of the worlds people that live on less than two dollars a day. In effect their two
dollars doesn't go as far as it use to. This is a Humanitarian Crisis in itself, when one can prove that the poorest
peoples buying power is falling, when what's caused it has been spent on bailing out banks, bad assets and big
companies that have been labelled 'too big to fail'. Currently in the U.S. today 1% of households own 34.6% of
all privately held wealth and 42.7% of all financial wealth. This was well illustrated by Congressman Ron Paul
when questioning U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke on July 13th2011 during a U.S. House
Financial Services Committee, on the merits and the magnitude of the borrowings; equalling 5.1 trillion dollars
with only a less than 1% Real G.D.P Growth for the economy. Ron Paul later said that inflation is averaging
9.4% since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, with the total amount of inflation being around 35%. This is quite a
startling figure that surely decreases the living standards of most Americans that are trying to buy life's
necessities in a faltering economy. It truly seems as though many people around the world, even in Australia are
finding it harder to make ends meet. A hundred dollars doesn't go as far as it use to. The gap between rich and
poor is widening in the western world. The financial institutions and systems that brought us the last Global
Financial Crisis of2008 are still operating and functioning. Debt levels are still increasing both private and
public. In Australia food prices and utility costs are on the rise. Could this be a symptom of the increase in
monetary supply around the world rearing its ugly head towards us all in the form of inflation? The Global
Financial System affects people worldwide and should most definitely be constructively criticised, scrutinised
and moulded-to suite the betterment ofliving standards and human rights for all of earth's citizens. We can
make the difference.

A.S.
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HONEY BEE
Sources: ronpaul.com The Ron Paul Revolution, James G. Rickards, Currency Wars, The making of the
next Global Financial Crisis, NIA National Inflation Association, United Nations un.org. Hunger Vital
Statistics. Trading Economics tradingeconomics.com
The Demise of the Honey Bee and its absolute contribution

to global food supplies.

The Honey Bee is a small creature with one hell of a bite; although it is responsible for far grander
contributions to our wonderful world. As you know, Honey Bees make honey by gathering pollen and working
together to make what we know as honey. Of the seventeen thousand known species of Bees, the Honey Bee is
the species of choice to help pollinate many of the crops that are needed to sustain life. They are responsible for
pollinating many of the world's food crops: Without the Honey Bee and its role in this delicate process in
nature, many crops and ecosystems would be nonexistent. Honey Bees don't just make honey; they pollinate
more than ninety percent of the tastiest flowering crops we have. Among them: apples, nuts, avocados,
soybeans, asparagus, broccoli, celery, squash and cucumbers. And lots of the really sweet and tart stuff too,
including citrus fruit, peaches, kiwi, cherries, blueberries, cranberries, strawberries, cantaloupe and other
melons. In fact, about one third of the human diet comes from insect pollinated plants, and the honeybee is
responsible for 80 percent of that pollination. Even cattle, which feed on alfalfa, depend on Bees.
Bumblebees in the wild pollinate crops such.as tomatoes and beans, as well as wild flowers. Studies are
showing that the use of Neonicotinoid Pesticides on flowering crops clearly pose a threat to Bee health and
urgently need to be re-evaluated. Research into the affects of these Pesticides andtheir effects on Bees has
shown that when populations are exposed, they are two to three times more likely to not return to their hives.
The Bees appear to be lost and disorientated. Furthermore, the Bees exposed to Pesticides are eight to twelve
percent smaller. Billions of Bees are dying around the world due to many chemicals that are quite simply,
interfering with their fragile ecosystems. Other causes cited to their decline are continual loss of open land for
foraging, and the stresses on Honey Bee colonies caused by moving them from site to site for agricultural
pollination. All these factors combined cause colonies to be much smaller in size, and therefore far fewer Queen
Bees are produced.

,,,,,,

Albert Einstein once said "If the Bee disappears from the surface of the earth, man would have no more
than four years to live." Einstein clearly understood the importance of the Bee and its irreplaceable contribution
to world food supplies. Reports of Bee populations declining are coming from all comers of the globe at a time
when the U.N. World Food Index is at record highs. A scenario that would place Bees as Endangered could be
catastrophic for many populations in third world and developing countries that would most certainly cut food
supplies and would cause mass starvation and social upheaval. U.N. Scientists are leading the charge and
highlighting now for some time this looming crisis. People power has stepped in with Groups such as AVAAZ
The World In Action, creating an online petition that wants to lobby Bayer shareholders to vote towards
stopping the sale ofN eonicotinoid Pesticides until and unless new independent scientific studies prove they are
safe. As at the 24.04.12. 908,156 people signed the petition. AVAAZ is aiming for one million signatures. The
message is quiet simple for us all. As AVAAZ puts it "The catastrophic demise of Bee colonies could put our
whole food chain in danger. If you act urgently with precaution now, we could save Bees from extinction.
Quietly, globally, billions of Bees are dying, threatening our crops and food. But if Bayer stops selling one
group of Pesticides, we could save Bees from Extinction." It's not too late to do something; the future is in our
hands!

Sources: The Guardian Weekly, AVAAZ.org The World In Action, The Daily Green, and AP
Associated Press.

THE. Ll6URIAN BE.E.SANCTUARY

South Australia possesses a remarkable species of Bee called the Ligurian Bee. The Ligurian Bee was
imported from the Ligurian Mountains in Italy by the South Australian Chamber of Manufacturing in the early
1880s. The Ligurian Bee was introduced to Kangaroo Island and in 1885 no other Bees were ever imported to
Kangaroo Island to this day. The result is that Kangaroo Island has the most pure stock of Ligurian Bees
anywhere in the world. You can see the Ligurian Bees at the Hog Bay Apiary on Kangaroo Island, which is the
oldest Bee Sanctuary in the world.
·

Adam Stencel
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History Matters
Ten good reasons why Australian students should learn about Timor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

At 55 minutes from Darwin it's not only in our region, it's on our doorstep.
It is the poorest nation in Asia.
We owe the Timorese people because 60,000 of their small population lost their lives in
World War 11 because they befriended Australian soldiers.
Australia did nothing to help when Indonesia invaded Timar in 1975.
Five Australian-based journalists were murdered in Timar just before the invasion and no
one has been brought to account.
Up to one third of the Timorese population died during Indonesia's occupation. Australia
said little against it and did nothing to stop it.
A large human rights report (CAVR) asserts that Australia has responsibilities towards
justice concerning its relationship with East Timar.
Many Australians know nothing about Timar:
Boundaries between Australia and East Timar are not yet settled.
Australia receives substantial benefits from oil and gas fields
on Timor's side of a half-way line.
May 2012 lnstitutu Mary MacKillop EastTimor Mission www.mmiets.org.au

Statement from the Free West Papua Campaign
Tuesday, 29 May 2012, 2:47 pm
Press Release: West Papua Media Alerts
Indonesian Government Remains Silent on \Vest Papua at the UN's 13th UPR
(London, U.K. 24 May 2012) On May 23rd, the Indonesian government released its annual human rights record for
Universal Periodic Review by the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva, Switzerland. Throughout the course of the
proceedings, Indonesia failed to make mention of their ongoing human rights abuses to the people of West Papua.
West Papuans have suffered under Indonesia's military occupation for close to fifty years. West Papuans have been
brutalized by occupying Indonesian soldiers and their political freedoms have been suppressed. The act of raising a
national West Papuan flag results in a punishment of fifteen years in prison.
Most recently, the Indonesian government arbitrarily convicted five Papuan activists to a sentence of3 years in prison
for expressing their political views at last year's Third Papuan Congress, a peaceful assembly of indigenous West
Papuans. On May 16th, 2012, Brimob (an elite Indonesian police force) shot and wounded four Papuans and killed one
othe,r,who were panning for gold.
"There is little mention of the violations in West Papua in the report and there are human rights violations that have
been going on in West Papua for the past 50 years'', said Benny Wenda, a West Papuan independence leader who has
been imprisoned by Indonesian authorities for his political involvement. "My people are suffering and they are not
considered equal citizens", he further stated.
The situation of human rights in Papua, was raised by the United States, New Zealand, France, and Japan at the review.
France expressed concern regarding the treatment of human rights defenders and recommended to Indonesia to allow
journalists entry into West Papua. New Zealand made recommendations to implement comprehensive human rights
training for all military and police personnel in Papua and West Papua.
"The Indonesian government is committing genocide and they are frightened to bring this up at the UN", stated Benny
Wenda. "It is time for the world to see what Indonesia has been hiding".
ENDS
Contributed by Rosemary McKay
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, Competing

for Security Council Membership

John Langmore

Australia's bid for election to the Security Council is of vital importance. Any country that failed to stand for election to
the Council at a feasible time would be announcing to the world that it was opting out of the global community. Do we want to
be categorised with rogue states like North Korea, Libya in the nineties and Myanmar until a year ago which exemplify
that category? The debate provoked by some members of the Coalition parties about whether Australia should seek election
to a non-permanent seat in the SC is spurious.
The Security Council is like no other body in history. The five permanent members account for nearly 30% of the world's
population and over 40% of global economic output. They are militarily dominant and control 99% of all nuclear weapons.
There are few limits to the Council's authority when it agrees.
The prime purpose of the UN as set in the Charter is 'to unite our strength to maintain international peace and
security'. The Member States 'confer on the Security Council primary responsibility for the maintenance of international
peace and security'. Is Australia going to chose to abstain from efforts to achieve international peace and security through
multilateral cooperation? If so, it would be alone amongst developed countries.
Of course achieving agreement amongst Security Council members is often difficult and sometimes impossible, but
would we decline to nominate because the Council can't always agree? Surely Australia's natural energy and ambition
incline it to contribute to strengthening the Council's effectiveness - and that is the opportunity which membership offers.
Australians welcomed our country's selection for membership of the G20. We were glad to sit at the top table where global
economic coordination is now discussed. Why would we not want also to sit at the top table where issues of international
peace and security are discussed, such as peacekeeping missions in which Australians are serving in Timor, Afghanistan and the
Middle East?
Given the significance of the Security Council it is essential that countries periodically nominate for membership.
The Opposition's arguments that the nomination is too costly are shallow. The bid is estimated to cost about $30m and much of
that is spent on informing other countries about Australia, which is a normal part of diplomatic representation.
Election as a non-permanent member for a two year term on the Security Council will be difficult even though
Australia will not have been a member for close to three decades. Although all Australian governments were strong supporters
of the UN for the first 50 years, our record during the last decade and a half has been uneven.
The acquiescence of the Howard, Rudd and Gillard Governments to US policies suggests lack of commitment to
independent analysis. This leads some countries to perceive Australia as less likely to represent alternative opinions in Council
discussions. The Howard Government's move away from even-handedness in the Middle East towards support for Israel has
been softened by the Labor Governments but this still antagonises Islamic nations.
Even though the Rudd and Gillard Governments are increasing aid, Australia is still far less generous than European
countries including Finland and Luxembourg, our competitors. Australian Governments have never been particularly
active in discussions about development - especially finance for development - at the UN, and that is the issue about which the
Global South cares most.
Diplomats from many countries are aware of Australian hypocrisy about human rights, pointing to the brutality of
imprisoning asylum seekers who simply seek the right given them under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to apply
to Jive here. And even despite the apology to indigenous people and substantial efforts to improve their services and
opportunities some countries remain concerned about continuing inequities.
There are, though, also many factors increasing support for Australia including the wide recognition of the strength of our
habitual UN engagement especially since the renewed commitment by the Rudd and Gillard Governments. The fine service of
many Australians throughout the UN system is well known to the diplomats in New York: for example Australia is now a leader in
developing the role of police in peacekeeping. Australia contributes far more financially to the UN than Finland and Luxembourg
combined.
The continuing upgrading of Australian political and economic relations with Asian and Pacific countries is vitally important,
though Australia's diplomats continue to be hampered by underfunding. Rudd's personal campaigning was beneficial. The
assurances which Bob Carr gave during his visit to the UN in New York last week about his commitment to the candidature and to
the UN are vital.
Finland and Luxembourg were competing for years before Australia nominated. Finland is almost sure to be elected as its
record in peacemaking and development is excellent. Luxembourg's continuing position as a tax haven as well as its size may
constrain its support. The campaign will continue until the vote in the General Assembly in October and the outcome is still unclear

Professor John t.angmore is one of the panellists at a discussion about whether Australia deserves to be elected to
the Security Council on Thursday 19'" May at Melbourne University in the Public Lecture Theatre.
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Statement of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander delegations to the United Nations
The United Nations has heard significant criticisms from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
delegations over race based laws currently being considered by the Australian Government.
The delegations are rejecting the argument that the race laws are "special measures" and are therefore
not racially discriminatory.
The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, which is currently in session at the UN
Headquarters in New York, has been told that Australia is introducing new laws which treat Aboriginal people
differently to other Australians.
The Northern Territory Stronger Futures Bills will extend the five year Intervention laws, which were
first enacted in 2007, for another ten years.
The original laws drew strong criticisms from the international human rights treaty bodies, the UN
Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the High Commissioner for Human Rights.
Aboriginal People are being subjected to "blanket" prohibition of alcohol, "blanket" income management
regimes and government talceover of their lands, while the non-Indigenous people around them are free from
these very same laws.
The government promised in 2010 that all new laws introduced into the Parliament would be examined
to ensure compliance with Australia's international human rights obligations.
However the government is refusing to respond to calls for scrutiny of the bills or to be accountable for
introducing these raced-based laws.
Times have changed, and it is time for the government to "move on".
Australia must stop the continuing "framework of dominance" over the first peoples and honour its
commitment with its international human rights obligations.
Statement issued by:
• National Congress of Australia's First Peoples
• Secretariat of the National Aboriginal and Islander Child Care Agencies
• National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Services
• National Native Title Council
• National Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisations
Footnote
The Eleventh Session of United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues met at the UN Headquarters in
New York in May this year. Its special theme was the Doctrine of Discovery. This doctrine has had an enduring
impact on Indigenous peoples and their right to redress for past conquests in keeping with articles 28 and 37 of
the United Nations Declaration of the Rights oflndigenous Peoples.
In her opening remarks regarding the Doctrine of Discovery, Valmaine Toki from Aotearoa/New Zealand
commented that this doctrine, without question, has had a detrimental effect on all indigenous peoples.
"The implementation of this doctrine was used as an instrument to alienate indigenous peoples from their land,
resources and cultures and continues today in various forms."
Valmaine Toki suggested looking at methods ofredefining indigenous and state relationships through
constitutional transformations, treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements as an equally important
lens through which to understand tills so-called Doctrine of Discovery. Valmaine Toki would like to see
discussion between member states, the UN system and indigenous peoples and other key players to find ways in
which governments and Indigenous peoples can work together to build a future based on mutual respect, equity
and justice.
Basic Facts
One-third of the world's poor: Indigenous people continue to be over-represented among the poor, the
illiterate and the unemployed. While the world's Indigenous peoples number about 370 million, about 5% of
the world population, they make up 15% of the world's poor. They also make up about one third of the world's
900 million extremely poor rural people.
A problem in developed countries: An Aboriginal child.born in Australia today can expect to die almost 20
years earlier than his non-Indigenous counterpart. Obesity, type two diabetes and tuberculosis are now major
health concerns amongst Indigenous people in developed countries.
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POSTSCRIPT
@

The UNAA(SA) Annual General Meeting will be on Sunday, 17th. June, 2012 from 3.30
to 6.po pm at Saint Cyprian's Church Hall, 70-72 Melbourne Street, Lower North
Adelaide.
The meeting will start with a talk by Br. Steve Rocha from Chandigarh who will tell us
about the NINE IS MINE campaign in India where four thousand five hundred
children in Delhi have launched a campaign calling for 9% of GDP to be committed to
Children's Education and Health. See the March newsletter centre spread for some
more information.
We would be delighted to welcome both members and visitors.

• The UNAA has not received any Commonwealth funding for day-to-day operations for
some years now. Over recent years we have been able to avoid a financial crisis by the
help of a most generous annual Premier's grant. However this year, with the
constraints faced in the State budget, support has been withdrawn from a number of
organisations, with UNAA(SA) being one. We must therefore be especially careful and
look at both our income and our expenditure.
Our membership has fallen over recent years, mainly because we are not getting any
younger, and therefore I would like to appeal to past members who have not already
renewed their membership (due 1 April), as well as friends who might be reading this
newsletter, to please support us by renewing their membership.
I enclose a membership renewal form as a reminder to those who have not renewed as
yet for this 2012-2013year.
If you have already renewed, thank you very much.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
June 17, 3.30 pm. UNAA(SA) AGNI. St Cyprian's Hall, Melbourne Street, Nth. Adelaide.
Speaker Br. Steve Rocha. NINE IS MINE.
July 29, 4-830 pm. $25/20 Two films; Wallis Theatre, 139 Richmond Road,
RICHMOND. Salmon Fishing in Yemen (M) and J. Edgar(M) +meal & coffee. Bookings
'to Heather Southcott 82714433.
November 4, 6.30 for 7. Ming's Palace Restaurant. UN Day Dinner. Our speaker will be
Robyn Layton.
John Crawford. Phone: 8344 4978, Email: johncraw@intemode.on.net
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